
Are you a HEDGEHOG 
or a UNICORN?
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You get to choose where your family 
goes on holiday. You choose: 

A. Your garden shed
B. Disney World
C. Kilimanjaro Trekking
D. Volunteering expedition to a
 remote and dramatic location
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You have a whole weekend to yourself. 
You will:

A. Spend the time hibernating on the sofa
B. Go for a run/ gym session
C. Organise a board game/ quiz/ karaoke 
night for your buddies
D. Get together with your club/society 
members to work on ideas for your 
upcoming event
E. Research industries you want to work
 in and influential people to connect with
F. Plan your next travel destination

Your lecturer tells you to write a story about 
something you feel passionate about. You write:

A. A dystopian fantasy about the perfect 
social system
B. An apocalyptic story about global warming
C. A research article on the effects of plastic 
waste
D. An Instagram campaign of your top 10 
favourite puddings
E. A fan story of your top 10 youtube vloggers

You get to decorate your bedroom with some 
objects that interest you. You choose:

A. Cute animals
B. Travel books and a world map
C. Inspiring motivational quotes
D. Research/ academic papers and books
E. Posters of your favourite superhero/ 
music band/ film actor
F. Nothing, you stick with the things you
already have

You are in a room with many interesting people 
but you don't know any of them. You:

A. feel like a fish out of water and find an 
excuse to leave
B. go straight to the bar avoiding eye contact 
C. feel super confident, set yourself a
 challenge to meet and exchange contacts 
 with as many people as you can
D. chat with a couple of new people and find 
some common interests
E. find a person who looks like someone you 
know to make it easier to talk to them

For a chance to win a Unicorn: Enter your name 
and student code and drop this form in the 
“Unicorn Post Box” 

Calculate 
your 

result



1-12 Points 

You are a Hedgehog.

Hedgehogs are:
  super cute - one of internet’s most 

favourite animal
 big sleepers - can sleep up to 18 hours per 

day 
 hibernate all winter - from October till 

March! 
 fans of comfort - not keen on travel 
 find social interactions a bit awkward and 

prefer to avoid them

Unicorns are:
 Creative – their ideas and enthusiasm are 

shining in all the colours of the rainbow
 Determined – “there is no mountain high 

enough” for the unicorn 
 Social –great communicators, they are easy 

to get along with, empathetic and mindful
 Travellers and adventurers – they are 

curious to explore the world and its people
 Caring- unicorns care both for the 

environment and others who are less 
fortunate.

Your hedgehog ways may lead you to hibernate 
and miss out on life-changing  opportunities 
offered across the University! 

The Global Talent Programme has it all in one 
place and is the ultimate boost that you need! 

And …
you don’t have to go all the way out of your 
comfort zone – you can choose small group 
activities, independent learning and online games 
to complete your award!

Tips for Hedgehogs

Your results

13+ Points 

You are a Unicorn. You are a living proof that Unicorns are real! 
Just one tip: Plan ahead and be realistic with your 
time!

It is likely you are already making the most of your 
university life – maybe you are taking part in an 
exchange programme, work and study abroad, 
engage in clubs or societies, volunteer, fundraise 
or work at BU as a Student Ambassador, ResLife 
Assistant, PAL Leader, or Campus Sport Activator…

You are one step ahead and the perfect candidate 
for the Global Talent Programme! The GTP  will 
reward your efforts with digital badges and 
ultimately the prestigious Global Talent Award!

Tips for Unicorns

   www.bournemouth.ac.uk/student/global-talent
   globaltalent@bournemouth.ac.uk      #GlobalTalent

Make the most 
from your BU 
experience:

Join the Global 
Talent Programme!
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